Abstract. We propose a novel robust audio watermarking algorithm in time domain that uses perceptually tuned ISS method and attack characterization at the embedding side. Attack characterization is used for prediction of distortions in the watermark channel in order to improve watermark detection reliability. The proposed algorithm has decreased bit error rate in comparison with the watermarking system that uses SS and has simple tools to tune the algorithm to the maximum available watermark capacity for a fixed detection bit error rate.
Introduction
Digital watermarking is a process that embeds an imperceptible and statistically undetectable signature to multimedia content (e.g. images, video and audio sequences). Embedded watermark contains certain information (signature, logo, ID number, etc.) related uniquely to the owner, distributor or the multimedia file itself. In the past few years, several algorithms for embedding and extraction of watermarks in audio sequences have been presented. In a number of the developed algorithms, watermark embedding and extraction are carried out using spread-spectrum (SS) technique. SS sequence can be added to the host audio samples in time domain [1] , to FFT coefficients [2] , in wavelet domain [3] or to cepstral coefficients [4] . Watermark is spread over a large number of coefficients and distortion is kept below the just noticeable difference level (JND) by using occurrence of masking effects of the human auditory system (HAS). Change in each coefficient can be small enough to be imperceptible, because correlator detector output still has a high signal to noise ratio (SNR), as it de-spreads the energy present in a large number of coefficients. In [5] authors describe the importance of decreasing the influence of the host signal on the watermark extraction process, analyzing a spread spectrum system with the fixed cross correlation value. Analysis of the watermark detection performance clearly shows improved detection robustness, compared with the case of uninformed watermark embedding, where the host signal itself is considered as a source of interference in the watermark channel. However, in [5] there is no detailed description of the practical issues concerning the watermark embedding process, e.g. control of the perceptual quality of the signal when a fixed cross-correlation is forced. Using given framework from, in [6] authors have derived three different watermarking approaches, corresponding to the cases of "maximized robustness", "maximized correlation coefficient" and "constant robustness". Still, the problem of minimizing bit error rate, at a fixed average distortion level during watermark embedding process, is not addressed. Recently, an improved spread spectrum (ISS) method has been proposed [7] that removes the host signal as a source of interference, gaining significantly on robustness of watermark detection. The improvement obtained using ISS over standard SS method is in the range of gains if the quantization index modulation (QIM) is compared to standard SS methods. ISS method does not suffer from the same sensitivity to amplitude scaling as QIM method, as ISS is insensitive to amplitude scaling as SS method. However, ISS method cannot keep the distortion caused by watermark embedding at a constant level as in SS method. Although it delivers the same average distortion as in SS method, forced cross-correlation minimization may cause large local distortion of the host signal, which is an unacceptable property for most of audio watermarking applications. In addition, all the results presented in [7] are theoretically derived, without subjective test and measuring bit error rate in the presence of attacks other than Additive White Gaussian noise. In this paper, we propose a novel robust audio watermarking algorithm in time domain that uses perceptually tuned ISS method and attack characterization at the embedding side. Distortion caused by ISS method is spread to a predefined number of samples using threshold obtained from perceptual model derived from temporal masking phenomenon of the human auditory system (HAS). Attack characterization is used for prediction of distortions in the watermark channel in order to improve watermark detection reliability. The proposed algorithm has a simple trade off tools to keep a predefined bit error rate with variable watermark capacity or obtain constant watermark capacity if a variable BER is allowed.
Method
The overall scheme of the watermark embedding algorithm is given in Figure 1 . Samples of the host audio sequence are forwarded simultaneously to the masking analysis module and attack characterization module. Masking threshold in time domain is derived for every input block of host audio (length 205 samples=4.65ms). With reference to temporal masking curves and the length of analyzed audio frames, it was concluded that the spread watermark sequence should be at least 24 dB below the power level of the audio maximum in the frame. The length of frame and power level of watermark are chosen in line with the requirements of HAS regarding inaudibility and to give the watermark highest possible amplitude before it is added to the host signal. Attack characterization section has the purpose of analysis of the signal for the watermark removal attacks with different signal processing methods. Beside detection desynchronization attack, the most malicious attacks for the contemporary audio watermarking algorithms are mp3 compression and LP filtering. In order to find the level of introduced noise by these distortions, these spectrum modifications are simulated at the embedding side. Therefore, each data hiding block undergoes mp3 compression and LP filtering. A distortion measure SNR is defined as
is calculated for blocks of host audio with predefined length N and forwarded to the watermark embedding block. x(n) stands for the original host audio samples and z(n) are samples of audio after the given modification. We assume that one bit of hidden information is embedded in a vector s of N samples in time domain, resulting in watermark bit rate of 1/N bits/sample. Watermark bits are perceptually tuned using weight coefficients form HAS time domain masking analysis and embedded into host audio sequence using ISS modulation. The power of watermark sequence in a block with length N, after spreading and perceptual tuning, is σ 2 u . We used the linear version of ISS method, as it is the simplest to analyze, but still provides a significant part of the gains in relation to traditional SS method. In this case the host audio is watermarked according to:
where x stands for the original host signal vector, s stands for watermarked audio vector and u holds for the PN sequence after the perceptual adaptation process. Weighted PN sequence is added or subtracted from the signal x according to variable b, where b can be either +1 or -1, according to the watermark bit embedded into host audio. Parameters α and λ control the distortion level and removal of the host signal influence on the detection statistic, respectively. Standard SS method is achieved by setting α = 1 and λ = 0. Inner product and norm are defined as [7] :
and x = x, x , where N is the dimension of vectors x, u, s, n and y in Figure  1 . Variable x is defined as x = x, u / u . For watermark detection, we assume that the modification of the watermarked audio can be modeled as addition of noise. This assumption is not always valid, especially in the case of mp3 compression that tends to modify frequency spectrum in a fading-like manner. On the other hand, analysis of the system's performance is far simpler if the distortion is modelled as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), due to its convenient statistical properties. Therefore, theoretical analysis will give only upper bounds for detection performance, as the model underestimates the level of the introduced distortion. Thus, the channel is modelled as y = s + n
where n stands for the attack noise vector and y denotes the vector that is received at the watermark extraction side. Detection is performed by computing the normalized sufficient statistic r:
It is clear that as λ tends to 1, the less influence x has on r. The detector is the same as that in standard SS, its estimate of the embedded bit is b = sign(r). The expected average distortion introduced by embedding of one watermark bit is:
To make the average distortion of the new system to be equal to the distortion in the standard SS, we force E[D] = σ 2 u and derive expression for α:
The error probability p can be computed [7] as:
This is a function of λ, signal to noise ratio (σ x /σ n ) 2 and the relative power of the perceptually tuned SS sequence N(σ u /σ x ) 2 . By proper selection of the parameter λ, bit error rate of the system using ISS can be made several orders of magnitude smaller than system using traditional SS modulation. Error probability can be minimized for the optimum value of λ, computed from the error probability p by setting dp/dλ = 0 and is given by:
Watermark embedding scheme uses the derived equation for λ opt for adjustment of the desired properties and overall performance of the watermarking system. Attack characterization module can include several sections that would simulate expected attacks that appear in the transmission channel. Test results included in this paper are obtained using attack characterization module that consisted of mp3 and low pass filtering characterization sections, as they caused the largest bit error rate on the original SS watermarking system [8] , as well as on other contemporary audio watermarking methods [1] [2] [3] . Masking analysis module computes the highest allowed value for σ 2 u under the constraints of time domain masking of the HAS. The estimate of the signal-to noise ratio in the watermark channel from the attack characterization block (σ x /σ n ) 2 = 10 SNR 10 is forwarded to the embedding module. Using attack characterization, even by a simple parameter as SNR, we were able to implement watermarking system that is able to make a trade-off between good statistical properties of ISS modulation and requirement for robust watermark detection. As we tend to improve an algorithm using blind watermark detection (without access to the original host audio sequence), it is a convenient way to estimate channel noise n without knowledge of the statistical model of the noise. For desired watermark capacity, determined by variable N, λ opt is calculated and variable a derived from the equation 7. Therefore, using attack characterization block we can derive upper bounds for system's performance under a particular watermark removal attack and determine the upper bound for capacity of the watermark channel for a given bit error rate. On the other hand, it is possible to design a system with predefined upper bound for bit error rate and derive λ opt and variable watermark capacity determined by block length N.
Experimental Results
Developed audio watermarking algorithm has been tested using a large set of songs from different music styles (pop, rock, techno, jazz). All music pieces have been watermarked using the described algorithm, with overall SNR ranging from -25.5 dB to -27.3dB. Subjective quality evaluation of the watermarking method has been done by blind listening tests involving ten persons that listened to the original and the watermarked audio sequences and were asked to report dissimilarities between the two signals, using a 5-point impairment scale. (5: imperceptible, 4: perceptible but not annoying, 3:slightly annoying, 2:annoying 1: very annoying.) The average mean opinion score was 4.6, standard deviation 0.42. The watermarked audio sequences have then been attacked using mp3 compression (bit rate 32 kbps mono, maximum bandwidth 7634 Hz) and low pass filtering (cut-off frequency 6 kHz, 60 dB stop band attenuation). The results of the tests have been plotted for the mp3 compression attack in Figure 2 , and in Figure 3 for the low pass filter attack. Beside measured bit error rate Figures 2 and 3 contain theoretically calculated bit error rate if the informed ISS watermark scheme is used. Both mp3 and low pass filtering attacks have dramatically increased detection bit error rate, as these attacks cannot be modelled as AWGN, due to unpredictability of SNR variations, including complete fade of the particular frequency subbands, during the watermark data transmission. It is clear that detection performance of the system using attack characterization and ISS modulation is significantly higher compared to the method using standard SS modulation. At lower watermark capacities gains are equal to a few orders of magnitudes in detection bit error rate. However, bit error rate of the described system was, as expected, still larger than in the case of the ISS modulation system with informed detection. Test results have confirmed algorithm's property to take advantage of the statistical properties of ISS modulation while maintaining blind detection during the watermark extraction process. 
